Pro moting and protecting the South West Coast Path

Final Report on
Coastal Communities Fund
Project 2014-16
Recover, grow and sustain
the economic asset

Overview

As a charity, the

South West Coast Path Association
works to promote and protect the Path so it can be enjoyed now
and in the future for the health and wellbeing of everyone.

Battered by strong winds and lashed by heavy rain in a series of ferocious storms, the South West Coast Path
was in a state of disarray in early 2014. Record breaking rainfall in 2012 followed by the more recent storms
had caused unprecedented damage to the Coast Path that resulted in a large number of sections being closed.
Perhaps the most damaging thing of all however, was the perception of locals and visitors that the entire 630 mile
path was closed. The impact of this on the local economy was devastating and highlighted that the strength of
the Path is its continuous nature as one of the most iconic long distance National Trails in the country. The Great
Britain Tourism Survey shows a sharp decline in domestic visits to the South West during 2013-2014 of -10.8%.

Since 2010, government funding to
maintain the Coast Path
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Porthleven. Photographer Lloyd WA Cosway

declined by around

30%

...which added greater strain to an
already challenging situation.
Our hopes of repairing the Path and
safeguarding the local economy were
looking years away from completion,
if possible at all. We launched an Appeal
for urgent repair works to sections in
the South Hams, raising £40,000 from
businesses and individuals and securing
South West Water as our lead sponsor for
the coming year. We were able to then
use these funds as leverage to apply to
the Coastal Communities Fund (CCF).

Thanks to £1.1

million

made available from the CCF in October 2014,
the future was brightened.

Now it’s time for us to celebrate our amazing achievements, completed
with the help of the Association Staff, Trustees, Committees and Volunteers,
Sponsors, our Partners in various organisations, and numerous contractors and
businesses across the South West.

We must especially thank the Department for Communities
and Local Government for making all this possible, and our
grants officers at the Big Lottery Fund who have helped us
hugely at every step of the way.

The Rumps. Photographer Peter Edwards
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Economic Impact

Our Commitment
To reverse the decline in tourism spend by walkers - caused by
the extreme weather.
Storms not only wrought havoc to the Path’s infrastructure, they also damaged its
reputation. We saw the £477 million of revenue brought in by South West Coast Path
walkers, drop by £9 million... along with the loss of nearly 800 jobs.
This decline was focused in Devon & Cornwall – the counties that suffered most damage
whilst Dorset, which was relatively unscathed, saw a small increase in visitor spend.

Our Achievement
Thanks to funding received from the CCF we’ve
boosted our capability and capacity to raise the
Path’s profile and spread our messages, including
its unique value in supporting local economies.
Since then,

The Thurlestone Hotel is situated near to
the South West Coast Path and despite all
year round spa and award winning dining
and hospitality, the Coast Path remains an
incredibly important asset in the success of
our business. In the first quarter of 2014 the
storm damage to the Path resulted in a drop
in sales of more than £100k compared to last
year despite the general improvement in the
economy. We have 90+ employees who depend
on our business.

Graham Grose, Managing Director, Thurlestone Estates
visitor expenditure has increased
to over £500 million,
		
sustaining 11,193 fte jobs, which is more than a
							5% increase on 2014.

visitor expenditure has
increased to over

£500 m

illion

*Based on figures from 2014 vs. 2016
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Visit England and the Office for National Statistics will be releasing data in mid-2017
to confirm what the true economic impact has been to date. However, anecdotal
evidence from businesses and a more than 60% increase in visitors to our website*
has left us feeling positive.

Protect

Our Commitment
To deliver 35 immediate and urgent works to the storm damaged Coast Path.
Cliff falls, path erosion and blocked access routes were just some of the issues we were facing. We set about
repairing damaged infrastructure and reinstating the Path close to the coast, enabling us to restore its integrity
and reputation.

Our Achievement

41

repair and
improvement projects

We completed

41 repair and improvement projects

grant total of

in partnership with the National Trust, Cornwall Council,
Devon County Council and Torbay Council with a grant total
of £620,303. The extra projects were made possible through
securing an additional £176,615 of partnership funding.

£620,303
additional

£176,615

of partnership funding

Since 2012 the amount of wet
weather has just been amazing
and the winds and storms we
have had; and all that has a
massive impact on the Coast Path
and of course any weaknesses
that were there before, deteriorate
more rapidly.
Cornwall Councillor Joyce Duffin
Cornwall Council Cabinet Member –
Environment & Housing
Porth Island Newquay. Photographer Julie Taylor
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Coastal Communities
Funded Projects

Projects Supported
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The Coastal Communities Fund supported 41 Capital projects which are listed below.
More details can be found on the website at www.southwestcoastpath.org.uk/CCF
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NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ICON/TYPE
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Improvement
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Improvement

NAME
Inkerman Bridge
Rockham Beach
Northam
Mouth Mill
Daymer Bay
Trevone
Phillack Dunes
Lelant Bay
St Ives to Clodgy Point

DESCRIPTION
repair of Path
replacement steps
seawall repair
new bridge
beach access repair
path surface repair
beach access repair
path surface repair
resurfacing and drainage

5
6

27 28
26

10 9

7
8
12
14 15
13

11

25
1617

24

18
19
20

22

23

21
10 Improvement

Clodgy Point to Zennor

11
12
13
14
15
16

St Loy’s Cove
Marazion
Venton Cove
Stackhouse Cliff
Praa Beach
Breage

Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage

17 Storm damage Baulk Head
18 Storm damage Winnianton
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path surface and drainage
improvements
storm damage repair
bridge repair and protection
path/slipway repair
path moved due to cliff fall
beach access repair
path repairs, install steps
and drainage
path moved due to cliff fall
path moved due to cliff fall

1

40

41

39

30
29

36
31
32

33
34

37

35

KEY:
Improvement
Storm damage

38

19
20
21
22
23

Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage

24
25
26
27
28
29

Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage
Storm damage

Polurrian
Soapy Cove
Kynance Cove
Downas Cove
Lowland and Dean
Point
Durgan
St Michael Caerhays
Silvermine Bridge
Great Lizzen West
Great Lizzen East
Wembury

30 Storm damage Hoist Point
31 Storm damage Westcombe Beach
32 Storm damage Thurlestone Golf
Course
33 Storm damage South Milton Sands
34 Storm damage Hope Cove - Great
Ledge
35 Storm damage Hope Cove - Sea Wall
36 Storm damage Compass Cove
37 Storm damage Little Dartmouth
38 Storm damage St Mary’s Bay
39 Storm damage Orcombe Point
40 Storm damage Seaton Undercliffs
41 Storm damage Studland

path moved due to cliff fall
erosion repairs
beach access steps rebuilt
bridge rebuilt
path repairs
path moved due to cliff fall
path moved due to cliff fall
bridge replacement
path and steps repairs
path and steps repairs
new bridge and repaired
steps
path repairs
new bridge
path moved due to cliff fall
bridge repaired
path moved due to cliff fall
sea wall built
beach access rebuilt
path moved due to cliff fall
path repairs
path moved due to cliff fall
path moved due to cliff fall
beach access rebuilt
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Repair & Renew
Before

After

Clodgy Point 

Before

After

Downas Cove 

Before

Inner Hope Sea Walls 
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After

Before

After

Kynance Cove 

Before

After

Rockham 

Before

After

Hoist Point 
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Enhance

Our Commitment
To improve quality of visitor welcome at coastal sites with 50 new information panels.
Sustaining tourism in the area isn’t enough, we need to be continuously looking to improve infrastructure and
support growth. We all know first impressions are important so we focused on improving the visitor welcome whilst
ensuring key routes are easy to follow and use.

Our Achievement
We worked with partners to install 61 welcome boards. The additional 11
boards were made possible through a combination of achieving unit cost
savings by procuring in bulk, and securing additional partnership funding.
The feedback we’ve had from visitors and partner organisations to these
boards has been very positive.

Millions of people enjoy the beache
s,
dunes, cliffs and headlands cared
for by the National Trust on the
South West coast each year. Giving
our visitors the information they
need is an important part of makin
g
every visit special. These Welcome
Boards help us provide visitor
information in high quality and
consistent format. This not only
helps people enjoy and appreciate our
fabulous coastline, but supports the
wider tourism economy.
Nick Lawrence,
South West Assistant Director, Nati

onal Trust
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Our Commitment
To develop the brand and work with partners to implement adoption of the brand.
The South West Coast Path is one of the most popular destinations for visitors from Great Britain and beyond. Our aim is
to not only maintain its popularity, but raise its profile to ensure continued growth in visitor numbers and consequently
spend in local economies. So in 2015 we said a fond farewell to our old branding and a hearty hello to the new!

Our Achievement
Annual Website Visits

1,046,423
838,544
652,320
574,263
389,541

Our new logo has appeared on

20,000 business membership leaflets
60,000 membership leaflets
1,000 car stickers

and appeared on several thousand shop items and clothing including
Challenge event t-shirts, volunteer jackets and staff polo shirts.
We also redesigned our website which now receives over

1 million visits per year

Recognising the importance of promoting the brand in person,
we hit the road attending county and local fairs to reach a further

290,256 people

d exposure to more than 1,890,256 people!
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Promote

Our Commitment
To make the South West coast the UK’s best year-round walking destination by promoting
it to new audiences.
In 2015, the Great Britain Tourism survey revealed a staggering 16,520,000 domestic trips included a long walk,
hike or ramble. Despite its clear popularity and critical contributions to economies in the South West, walking is
poorly promoted by the tourism trade. With a new identifiable Coast Path brand we focused on providing much
needed tools, support and advice to the private, public and third sector to promote the Path as a world-class walking
destination rather than just a traditional seaside (and thus seasonal) destination.

Our Achievement
We’ve reached new audiences via broadcast channels
including BBC television and radio, featuring on news
bulletins and contributing to the five-part Coastal Path
series that aired on BBC2 at peak time during November
& December last year. Our messages have also been
shared in key publications such as the Daily Telegraph,
Western Morning News, Country Walking, Top Dog and
the Archant Life series of county magazines in Devon,
Cornwall, Somerset and Dorset.
Our social posts to promote the BBC’s Coast Path
series alone had a total reach of over 127,000 and over
235,000 impressions!

From 2014 to 2016, we’ve seen some big changes to our
social media channels:
	Twitter following increased by 44% reaching a
current following of nearly 14,000
Here’s our Director Esther Pearson with presenter Paul Rose.

The Coast Path is regularly described as the region’s
best asset, that’s not only great for visitors but
is equally important to all that live near it. Our
growing recognition continues to draw visitors, old
and new, enabling much needed growth in coastal
communities.
Alistair Handyside, Chairman of the South West
Tourism Alliance
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	Twitter impressions almost trebled to over 85,000
	Facebook increased page likes by 83% to over 10,000
	Facebook total monthly reach increased by almost
eight times reaching well over 150,000

like

SHARE follow

Events

Our Commitment
To uplift one current event and create four new ones to attract a greater number of
participants and attendees.
Through strategic event planning we want to not only promote the Coast Path and raise our profile as a brand,
but generate much needed funds at the same time. Our activities between 2014 and 2016 aimed to attract 15,500
participants, which over two year years creates 12,500 day visitors, 6,500 overnight stays and supports around
2,000 businesses. This has the potential to attract £30,000 in co-financing and £30,000 in participant sponsorship.

Our Achievement
During 2014-16 we had over 1,500
participants raising funds of over £30,000
and walking an incred
ible
3

- over 4 times the

21,594 miles

length of t
he Coast Path!

New events included two marathons in
Salcombe, two Golf days at Thurlestone and
no less than 14 events with the National
Trust to Celebrate the Coast. Combined,
an estimated 13,500 people participated
generating at least 5,000 overnight stays and
bringing us very close to our ambitious target.
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Supporters

Our Commitment
To build the capacity and capability of the Association to sustain activity.
We identified recruiting and retaining individual and business members as the best way to improve our ability to
provide support. This in turn would give us the capacity needed to better support members and ultimately the Path
and local economies.

Our Achievement
Following consultation with members we established ourselves as a new Charitable Incorporated Organisation
with a more fit for purpose set of objectives.
We reviewed membership packages and launched a revamped rolling membership programme

that helped us reach our 6,500 target in November 2016.
We also launched a new business membership programme in October 2015 with a target of 1,000
members. It has proved very challenging to reach such a fragmented SME market and therefore
we were pleased to have achieved just over 500 business members by November 2016 and collect
numerous new leads.
As a result of growth in income from
members and donors we were able to

donate an additional
£160,000 to Path
improvements during
2015 and 2016.

Collaboration is a defining
attribute of the South West
Coast Path Association. And
nothing demonstrates this
better than their ability to
rally groups together for a
common cause that benefits
all. As long as they’re
growing, so too will the
economies of the South West.
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Looking out over theValley of the Rocks – Bob Small

Malcolm Bell, Chief Executive,
Visit Cornwall

Lessons Learnt &
Future Steps
We’re only getting started…
The CCF Project gave us the opportunity to get out and talk to people and that’s opened our
eyes to the vast and varied audiences we have and more importantly, what they want from us.
Young people and those leading young people – want resources aligned to the National Curriculum and
award schemes that are inspiring and engage children in a love of the Path.

Pre-nesters (under 35’s with no children) – want better resources and more information on adventure and
coastal tourism. This market has a huge growth opportunity, as highlighted by the National Coastal Tourism Academy.
Trail runners – want more resources and better promotion of challenge events like the ‘Fastest Known Time
Challenge’ to satisfy the growing appetite for Trail running.

Empty nesters (over 55’s) – want support and advice that will enable them to achieve aspirations of walking more

or taking on active challenges.

Businesses – need support in harnessing their potential in attracting new business from walking tourism to lessen the
impact of seasonality, something they have identified as being the biggest barrier to improving productivity.
International visitors – want translated materials and tailored information that does not require them to already
have geographical knowledge or walking experience in order to plan a visit. Simplifying the booking process would also be
very beneficial to this audience.
It also highlighted a broader set of improvements that could benefit all audiences and safeguard the future of the Coast Path.

Greater accessibility – With an ageing population, the demand for easy and accessible routes is continuing to grow.

Improvements are also needed to encourage year-round walking as people are often put off by paths if they are muddy and
slippery. We’ve worked with Countryside Mobility SW, the National Trust and others to identify, promote and where feasible
improve accessible routes on and linking to the Coast Path but there remains more to be done.

Better navigation – Improvements in 4G, Wi-Fi speed and coverage gives us the opportunity to offer new and

improved resources such as walk apps and mobile-friendly web pages. We could vastly improve route mapping and
navigation by taking advantage of this increase in connectivity. On a more practical basis, feedback on the new visitor
welcome boards has been very positive and demonstrates how good information in car-parks gives visitors the confidence to
explore and make the most of their visit.

Improved infrastructure – The Path is vulnerable to extreme weather, but we can make it more resilient by
upgrading drainage infrastructure to greatly reduce the risk of damage from heavy downpours. New Coastal Access
legislation will soon make it easier and quicker in most locations to negotiate new routes when
the Path is lost due to coastal erosion, but funding will still be needed to construct any new
paths needed.

Increased routes – We received 1.3 million views in 2016 to the circular walk pages on

our website. This is a clear indication that people are keen to explore beyond just the Coast Path
but there is an expectation (not always realised) that all paths will be well waymarked
and in good condition.
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South West Coast Path Association
Bowker House, Lee Mill Bridge, Ivybridge, Devon, PL21 9EF, England
01752 896237

hello@southwestcoastpath.org.uk

www.southwestcoastpath.org.uk

Reg. charity no. 1163422

Porlock Bay from Bossington Hill, photographer: Chris Spracklen

